INTRODUCTION 66
Sound source localization subserves predator avoidance, prey capture, situational awareness, and 67 in humans and many other species, communication (for recent reviews, see Grothe et al. 2010 ; Stecker 68 and Gallun 2012). Although acoustic cues to sound location are degraded in many environments by 69 reflections and reverberation, localization accuracy is generally robust across environments. This finding 70 is often attributed to the "precedence effect" (PE), a well-known auditory phenomenon wherein 71 observers respond to the cues carried by the first-arriving sound, traveling directly from the source to the 72 ears, rather than spurious cues carried by later-arriving signal reflections (Wallach et al. 1949 ; for 73 review, see Litovsky et al. 1999 ; Brown et al. 2015) . The PE, conventionally studied using simulated 74 echoes in a laboratory setting, consists of two primary phenomena termed fusion and localization 75 dominance. Fusion refers to the perception of early-arriving (leading) and late-arriving (lagging) signals 76 as a single sound source, occurring when the lead-lag delay (LLD) is less than the echo threshold, 77 roughly 5-50 ms depending on a variety of stimulus and paradigm factors. Localization dominance 78 refers to the dominance of the perceived source location by the spatial cues, especially the interaural 79 time difference (ITD), carried by the leading sound (see Brown et al. 2015) . Thus, provided the delay 80 between two or more successive similar or identical sounds is sufficiently brief, a single sound is 81 perceived near the location cued by the leading sound (Wallach et al. 1949 ). In addition to providing for 82 accurate sound source localization, the PE is thought to aid sound identification in reverberant 83 environments, including (in humans) speech intelligibility (e.g., Watkins 2005; Brandewie and Zahorik 84 2010). The PE is a thus a key facility of normal hearing. 85
While the basic features of the psychophysical PE have been described for more than half a 86 century, the biological mechanisms of the PE remain obscure. Electrophysiological recordings from 87 central auditory structures in a variety of mammalian and avian species over the past two decades have 88 demonstrated reduced neural responses to simulated echoes (e.g., Yin 1994; Keller and Takahashi 1996 ; 89
Litovsky and Yin 1998; Tollin et al. 2004 ), but it has often been unclear to what extent such reductions 90 among other advantages, precisely controlled presentation of ITD information, which may not be 141 reliably provided by clinical processors that operate independently at each ear (e.g., Litovsky et al. 142
2010). 143
For each subject, two electrode pairs were identified: A basal pair, intended to stimulate auditory 144 nerve fibers near the base of the cochlea, and an apical pair, intended to stimulate auditory nerve fibers 145 nearer the apex. For each selected electrode pair, "threshold," "comfortable," and "maximum 146 comfortable" (hereafter T, C, and M) current levels were determined adaptively via subject self-report. 147
Each left-right pair of electrodes was then stimulated simultaneously using left and right C levels. If 148 necessary, C levels were adjusted in each ear until the subject reported perceiving a single compact 149 image near the center of his or her head. In instances where the subject reported the perception of 150 multiple images, e.g. due to a bilateral pitch disparity or other failure to establish binaural fusion, a 151 different electrode pair was selected and tested using the same procedure. Binaurally fused basal and 152 apical pairs were identified in all subjects and are given along with demographic information in Table 1 . 153
ITD lateralization procedure 154
In order to establish that CI subjects were sensitive to ITDs carried by single biphasic pulses, 155 they were tested in a paradigm that assessed the extent of intracranial lateralization produced by pulses 156 carrying a broad range of ITDs, generally -1000 µs (by convention, left-favoring) to +1000 µs (right-157 favoring) at least, in 100-200 µs increments. Two of the 7 CI participants (CI5 and CI6) did not 158 complete ITD lateralization using single pulses, but had previously completed an identical task using 159 pulse trains. All stimuli were presented at the diotically determined C levels for basal and apical pairs 160 using the NIC processors as described above. On each trial (i.e. for each ITD stimulus), subjects 161 indicated the perceived intracranial location within a schematic head displayed on a touch-sensitive 162 monitor. Mean lateralization changed systematically from left to right as the ITD shifted from left-163 favoring (negative values) to right-favoring (positive values). Despite variability in the dynamic range 164 and slope of lateralization across subjects, all subjects were clearly sensitive to ±500 µs ITD, as would 165 be produced in the free field by sound sources approximately 60˚ to the left or right (e.g., Feddersen et 166 al. 1957 ). Therefore, these values (±500 µs) were selected for use in subsequent PE testing. 167
[INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE] 168

NH stimuli and procedures 169
Simulated CI stimuli 170 NH subjects were tested using tones of 4 and 10 kHz multiplied by brief Gaussian temporal 171 windows of 2.8 ms (4 kHz) or 1.2 ms (10 kHz) nominal duration (see Fig. 1 ). Such "Gabor clicks" have 172 previously been used to simulate the brief yet effectively narrowband nature of CI pulsatile stimuli (e.g. While Gabor clicks provide a reasonable acoustic simulation of the CI pulsatile stimuli in terms of 177 bandwidth, their comparability to CI stimuli is limited by their duration: At 4 kHz center-frequency, the 178 duration of a single pulse is nearly two orders of magnitude greater than the duration of a CI electrical 179 pulse. Longer pulse duration, in turn, results in significant overlap of lead and lag stimulus waveforms at 180 brief LLDs. Lead-lag overlap is absent from CI PE stimuli of the present study, and from the 181 brief/impulsive broadband acoustic stimuli used in a majority of previous NH PE studies. In the 4 kHz 182 condition at 1-ms LLD (see Fig. 1 ), the temporal overlap was especially severe, leading to summation of 183 overlapping waveforms in the lag channel and a consequent "lag-favoring" interaural level difference 184 (cf. Tollin and Henning 1999). Although we tested a version of the experiment in which this issue was 185 averted by shortening pulses in time (and, consequently, increasing their bandwidth) at LLDs ≤2 ms, 186 broader-bandwidth pulses provide a less precise CI simulation, resulting in "cochlear bandwidths" well 187 beyond 3 mm. Subjects also reported changes in sound timbre between trials to be distracting. Thus, we 188 elected to use longer-duration pulses at all LLDs, recognizing that acoustic overlap would likely 189 influence NH lateralization at the shortest LLDs (see Results). Finally, all stimuli were programmed in 190 MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA), synthesized at a nominal sampling rate of 50 kHz using Davis Technologies System 3 hardware (RP2.1), and presented via ER-2 insert earphones (Etymotic 192
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL). Pulses were presented at a level of ~80 dB SPL peak (4 kHz) or ~90 193 dB SPL peak (10 kHz) in a background of binaurally uncorrelated lowpass noise (~50 dB SPL; first-194 order Butterworth filter with a lowpass cutoff of 100 Hz) in order to mask low-frequency (fine-structure) 195 distortion products that may convey ITD information, which was unavailable to CI subjects. 196
PE testing 197
We assessed the PE using a variant of a well-established psychophysical paradigm used in 198 dozens of previous studies, recently employed by Brown and Stecker (2013) . CI subjects were seated in 199 front of a touch-sensitive monitor inside a quiet room and listened to stimuli presented via NIC 200 processors, as described above. NH subjects were seated in front of an identical touch-sensitive monitor 201 inside a sound-attenuating booth (IAC, Bronx, NY) and listened to stimuli presented via insert 202 earphones. PE stimuli consisted of lead-lag pairs of single electrical pulses (CI subjects) presented at the 203 previously determined C level or acoustic clicks (NH subjects) presented at ~80 dB SPL peak (4 kHz) or 204 ~90 dB SPL peak (10 kHz), as detailed in the preceding sections (see Fig. 1 ). In either case, the lead 205 carried a 500-µs right-or left-favoring ITD, and the lag carried an opposing ITD (500-µs left-or right-206 favoring, respectively). The variable of primary interest was the LLD, i.e., the temporal disparity 207 between the onset of lead and lag pulse pairs, which was varied randomly across trials from 1 to 64 ms. 208
On each trial, subjects responded to the stimulus by touching a location within one of two panels 209 displayed on the touch-sensitive monitor to indicate (a) whether "one location" (upper panel) or "two 210 were depicted inside a schematic head, centered on the monitor; panels were vertically adjacent, with 214 each centered at the bridge of the nose and extending laterally to either ear. After the subject responded, 215 an asterisk appeared in the selected panel at the location touched by the subject. Trials were presented in 216 counter-balanced blocks for 4 kHz and 10 kHz (NH) or apical and basal (CI) conditions. Each lead-lag 217 delay was presented a minimum of 40 times for each condition. 218
Data analysis 219
Lead-lag fusion 220
Fusion was assessed according to the proportion of trials on which subjects touched the "two 221 locations" vs. "one location" panel on the touch-screen for lead-lag delays from 1 to 64 ms. The 222 resulting psychometric function generally traversed values from 0% "two locations" responses at 1 ms to 223 100% "two locations" responses) at 64 ms. Raw values were then fit with a four-parameter logistic 224 function of the form, 225
where A is the minimum fit number of two-locations responses over the tested range of LLDs, B is the 227 slope (change in proportion "two" responses per ms LLD), C is the LLD at the inflection point of the 228 function, and D is the maximum number of two-locations responses over the tested range of LLDs. A 229 four-parameter function was chosen over a standard two-parameter logistic function (minimum 230 asymptote at 0, maximum at 1), because it was noted that the minimum proportion of "two locations" 231 responses was greater than 0 for some subjects. Although the y-value of the fit inflection point (f(C)) 232 differed slightly across subjects, we enforced a standard definition of echo threshold, i.e. the delay at 233 which the function reached 50% "two locations" responses. Finally, echo thresholds were compared 234 across CI and NH groups using standard inferential statistics, including ANOVA and t-tests. 235
Localization dominance 236
Localization dominance was assessed according to lateralization responses for trials on which 237 subjects reported perceiving a fused image, i.e., "one location" (see Brown and Stecker 2013) . Because 238 absolute values of lateralization responses for a given LLD varied substantially across subjects (ranging 239 from -10, extreme left, to +10, extreme right), responses were analyzed primarily in terms of change in 240 lateralization (i.e., slope of lateralization) across LLD: Whereas localization dominance entails 241 localization (or lateralization) consistently in the direction of the lead, fusion can also occur in the 242 absence of localization dominance. That is, the perceived location of a single, fused image can be 243 strongly influenced by the spatial cues of both the lead and lag. Reduced localization dominance is most 244 commonly observed near the fusion echo threshold, but has also been reported to occur below the fusion 245 echo threshold, suggestive of a divergence of fusion and spatial aspects of the PE under some conditions 246 (e.g., Yang and Grantham 1997; Brown and Stecker 2013; cf. Djelani and Blauert, 2001 ). In the present 247 study, reduced localization dominance with increased LLD would manifest as a negative-going trend in 248 lateralization values across LLD. Thus, for each subject, weighted linear fits (weighted by the number of 249 "one location" responses at each LLD) were computed for lateralization responses at 2, 4, and 8 ms 250
LLD. The 1-ms LLD was excluded from the fitting procedure due to aforementioned acoustic lead-lag 251 interactions at 4 kHz in the NH data; 16-64 ms LLDs were excluded due to the paucity of "one location" 252 responses (for some subjects, none) at these LLDs. Finally, the slopes of these lines were compared 253 across NH and CI groups using standard inferential statistics, including ANOVA and independent-254 samples t-tests to determine whether localization dominance, apart from fusion, differed between 255
groups. 256 [INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] 257
RESULTS 258
Lead-lag fusion was similar in NH and CI subjects 259
Figures 2A and 2B plot individual subject (symbols, dotted lines) and mean (bold points and 260 lines) psychometric functions for lead-lag fusion among NH (black, 2A) and CI (grey, 2B) subjects. As 261 expected, the proportion of "two locations" responses increased with increasing LLD, beginning at or 262 near 0 at 1 ms LLD, sharply increasing for most subjects in the range of 4-16 ms LLD, and reaching an 263 asymptote at or near 1 by 32-64 ms LLD. Some functions appeared to be shifted to the left (i.e., toward 264 shorter LLDs) for more basal stimulation conditions (CI basal condition, NH 10 kHz condition). 265
Performance appeared to be similar between NH and CI groups. One NH subject (NH6; black left-266 pointing triangle) almost never reported a fused image in the 10 kHz condition. It is possible that this 267 subject's echo threshold at 10 kHz was < 1 ms, but this could not be confirmed since LLDs below 1 ms 268
were not tested. Raw data for NH6 are thus included in Fig. 2 , but his data were excluded from fitting 269 procedures and from group-level statistical analyses. 270
Echo thresholds, computed as described in the Methods and Materials section, are given in 271 Figure 2C . Echo thresholds appeared to be greater for the more apical stimulation conditions (CI apical 272 condition, 4 kHz NH condition than for more basal conditions in both NH and CI groups and somewhat 273 greater on average for NH than CI subjects. To assess these differences statistically, echo thresholds 274 were submitted to a 2 × 2 ANOVA with group as a between-groups factor and place of stimulation as a 275 repeated measure. The main effect of place of stimulation was significant (F between NH and CI groups, with marginally weaker fusion (i.e., lower echo thresholds) in the NH 10 285 kHz condition and particularly the basal CI condition. 286
[INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE] 287
Localization dominance was similar in NH and CI subjects 288 trending values across LLD indicate declining localization dominance despite fusion; for some subjects, 296 at 16 or 32 ms, when "one location" was perceived, stimuli were lateralized at the midline or even 297 slightly toward the lag. As an aside, lateralization responses among NH subjects in the 4 kHz condition 298
were often near 0 at 1 ms LLD, with some subjects lateralizing the fused stimulus to the side opposite 299 the lead (given by negative values along the ordinate). We attribute this anomaly to the acoustic lead-lag 300 overlap present at 1 ms LLD in the 4 kHz NH stimuli, which led to a spurious ILD favoring the lagging 301 channel (see Fig. 1 
and Methods section). 302
Weighted means for the magnitude of "one location" lateralization at 2, 4, and 8 ms LLD were 303 computed for each subject (weighted according to the number of "one location" responses at each LLD). 304
These values were then submitted to a weighted linear fitting procedure, as described in the Methods 305 and Materials section. Computed magnitude and slope values are given in Figure 3C . Lateralization 306 magnitude appeared to be greater among NH than CI subjects, while the slope of lateralization across 307 LLD was similar across groups -slightly negative in all cases, consistent with weakening localization 308 dominance with increasing LLD. 309
To assess CI and NH lateralization performance statistically, magnitude and slope data were 310 submitted to two separate 2 × 2 ANOVAs with the same factors as the ANOVA for fusion (previous 311 section). Concerning lateralization magnitude, the main effect of place of stimulation was significant 312 (F 1,12 =27.00, p<0.001), as was the frequency × group interaction (F 1,12 =8.74, p=0.012), while the main 313 13 effect of group membership approached significance (F 1,12 =3.82, p=0.075) . The marginal effect of group 314 is likely attributable to a greater salience of the imposed ±500 µs ITD for NH than CI subjects. This is 315 unsurprising, given the generally better ITD sensitivity in NH than in CI subjects reported throughout 316 the literature (see van Hoesel 2012). Nonetheless, CI subjects were clearly sensitive to the imposed 317 ITDs; at 1 ms LLD, the briefest LLD tested, CI lateralization for both left-leading and right-leading 318 trials for both basal and apical stimulation was significant and in the expected direction (one sample The ANOVA significant main effect of frequency, carried by greater lateralization magnitude for 322 "high" than "low" conditions, was unexpected but may be at least partially attributable to greater 323 acoustic lead-lag overlap in the 4 kHz than 10 kHz stimuli. In support of this interpretation, the high-low 324 disparity was larger among NH subjects than CI users, which gave rise to the significant stimulation 325 place × group interaction. Concerning the more PE-relevant question of lateralization slope in NH vs. CI 326 groups, which indicates the persistence of localization dominance across LLD, no main effects or 327 interactions were significant: place of stimulation (F 1,12 =0.33, p=0.575), group (F 1,12 =2.39, p=0.148), 328 place × group interaction (F 1,12 =3.62, p=0.082). Thus, despite differences in the overall magnitude of 329 lateralization across groups and some considerable individual differences (e.g., NH7 and CI7 with 330 relatively strong and persistent localization dominance versus NH2 and CI3 with relatively weak 331 localization dominance), the pattern of localization toward the lead at brief LLDs was similar across CI 332 and NH subjects. 333
INTERIM DISCUSSION 334
We assessed the PE in bilateral CI users with a task that measured both ITD-based lead-lag 335 fusion and lateralization (cf. Brown and Stecker 2013). Although NH PE data from many earlier studies 336 inform the interpretation of our data (see Litovsky et al. 1999; Brown et al. 2015) , we also assessed the 337 PE in a group of NH subjects using Gabor click stimuli. These stimuli, which are both brief and 338 relatively narrowband, provide a more appropriate simulation of single-electrode CI stimulation than 339 broadband impulses or similar stimuli used in a majority of NH studies. Key findings of the present 340 study were that CI users experienced both fusion and localization dominance, demonstrating that these 341 aspects of the PE can occur in the absence of functional cochleae. 342
It is important to note that both CI and NH effects were demonstrated using stimuli lacking low-343 frequency ITD information. In the case of CI subjects, although the cochlear place of stimulation for 344 "apical" electrode pairs (given in Table 1) (greater fusion and localization dominance at low frequencies) would be consistent with additive effects 358 of a cochlear mechanism that operates at low frequencies and a second mechanism that operates at all 359 frequencies. Interestingly, we also noted a low-frequency bias in the present data, in that mean echo 360 thresholds in the more apical stimulation conditions were greater than those in more basal stimulation 361 conditions, even among CI subjects. A portion of low-frequency bias reported in the literature thus 362 might also be attributable to non-cochlear mechanisms. We also note that the echo thresholds and 363 patterns in lateralization observed in the present study were very similar to those obtained in a previous 364 study that used the same paradigm, but employed broadband clicks (which did contain low-frequency 365
ITD information; Brown and Stecker 2013). 366
While differences between CI and NH groups in the present study generally did not reach 367 statistical significance, lead-lag fusion was marginally weaker in CI than NH subjects. In particular, the 368 "basal vs. 10 kHz" echo threshold contrast bordered on significance (after Bonferroni correction for 369 multiple comparisons). The pattern of localization dominance across LLD did not differ between groups 370 per our assessment, although the overall magnitude of localization (i.e., mean value of lateralization 371 responses) was marginally greater in the NH than CI group. To the extent that the strength of the PE 372 measured in CI vs. NH subjects did differ, we considered mechanistic differences apart from the cochlea 373 that might give rise to psychophysical differences. Specifically, we considered possible differences in 374 the response of the auditory nerve to lead and lag acoustic (NH) versus electric (CI) stimulation that 375 might give rise to altered lead-lag responses in more central structures (and perceptually). The next 376 section of this paper thus details a simple physiologically-inspired stimulus manipulation, and our 377 measurement of its psychophysical consequences. 378
EFFECTS OF LAG ATTENUATION ON COCHLEAR IMPLANT ECHO THRESHOLDS 379
Adaptation of auditory nerve responses to the lag in acoustic hearing 380
The response of the auditory nerve to acoustic lead-lag PE stimuli has been studied previously 381 (in unanesthetized cat, Parham et al. 1996) . At very brief LLDs (1 and 2 ms), the population response to 382 the lag (or the response of a single auditory nerve fiber to many presentations of the lag) is significantly 383 reduced relative to its response to the lead. As the LLD is increased, the response to the lag gradually 384 recovers. Interestingly, whereas recovery functions (% lag recovery as a function of LLD) across fibers 385 appear to be independent of neuronal characteristic frequency (and thus cochlear origin), low-386 spontaneous rate fibers generally recover more rapidly than high-spontaneous rate fibers (Parham et al. 387 1996) . "Lag adaptation" is also readily visible in the output of auditory nerve models, for example the 388 generate the histograms displayed in Fig. 4A , a model population of 100 medium-spontaneous-rate 393 auditory nerve fibers (3-kHz center frequency) was presented with single 120-µs clicks of with paired 394 ("lead-lag") clicks at LLDs of 1-32 ms at 78 dB SPL. As illustrated in Figure 4B , model responses 395 replicated the empirical data reported by Parham et al. (1996) . Fig. 4B gives the peak lag response 396 relative to the peak lead response across LLD for model auditory nerve responses (upward triangles), 397
and for the neuron depicted in Fig. 4 of Parham et al. (1996) . Even at 8 ms LLD, the lag response was 398 recovered to only ~80% of the lead response. We observed similar responses for model nerve fiber 399 outputs across a broad range of CFs and for "high" and "low" spontaneous rate fibers, although recovery 400 occurred at relatively shorter LLDs for low-spontaneous-rate fibers (data not shown), consistent with the 401 data of Parham et al. (1996) . Thus, although much greater reductions in lag responses have been 402
reported at more central sites (especially the inferior colliculus, see Brown et al. 2015) , auditory nerve 403 data collectively suggest adaptation effects in acoustically stimulated auditory nerve fibers that reduce 404 the representation of the lag in the auditory nerve and thereby constrain responses to the lag at more 405 central nuclei (e.g., the cochlear nucleus, Parham et al. 1998) . 406
Reduced adaptation of auditory nerve responses to the lag in electric hearing 407
Responses of auditory nerve fibers to paired-pulse (sometimes termed "masker-probe") stimuli stimulated with paired electrical pulses. While some fibers took longer (5 ms or more) to recover, most 413 fibers exhibited no refractory effects (equal spiking probability for lead and lag at a given current level) 414 by ~3 ms inter-pulse interval (equivalent to LLD). Similarly, Miller et al. (2001) demonstrated that cat 415 auditory nerve fiber spiking probability ("firing efficiency") for lagging ("probe") pulses was roughly 416 equal to that for a single pulse at LLDs ("masker-probe intervals") greater than 1-2 ms. Thus, 417 electrically stimulated auditory nerve fibers appear to recover sensitivity to a lag impulse more rapidly 418 than acoustically stimulated auditory nerve fibers (cf. Parham et al. 1996) . Greater-than-normal 419 responses to the lag in the auditory nerve at brief lead-lag delays should, in turn, lead to a greater-than-420 normal responses to the lag at more central sites. Such effects could ultimately lead to greater-than-421 normal psychophysical sensitivity to the lag, manifested, for example, by lower-than-normal fusion echo 422
thresholds. 423
Lag attenuation experiment 424
Toward a coarse simulation of adaptation effects observed in acoustically stimulated auditory 425 nerve fibers (e.g., Fig. 4 ), we conducted a brief experiment in the same 7 CI subjects enrolled in the 426 initial experiment. In this experiment, the amplitude (current level) of the lag stimulus itself was 427 systematically attenuated. In the limit, of course, i.e., with complete lag attenuation, subjects would 428 inevitably perceive only the leading stimulus. Our question was whether LLD-dependent levels of 429 attenuation, scaled according to the LLD-dependent lag recovery functions observed in acoustically 430 stimulated auditory nerve fibers, might precipitate psychophysical performance in CI users yet closer to 431 that observed in NH subjects. This approach makes the simplifying and ultimately incorrect assumption Figure 5B plots lateralization magnitude and slope data (see Fig. 3 ) for CI users in standard lag 456 (light grey) and attenuated lag (dark grey) conditions and for NH subjects (black). Like fusion, 457 lateralization magnitude and slope were also slightly increased in CI users, suggestive a reduced 458 influence of the lag on lateralization, i.e. increased localization dominance, following lag attenuation. 459
GENERAL DISCUSSION 460
The precedence effect without functional cochleae 461
The present data demonstrate that aspects of the PE, including lead-lag fusion and localization 462 dominance, can be elicited in individuals without functional cochleae. This observation, in turn, 463 provide for better comparison to traditional NH broadband transient stimuli, though the absence of truly 514 low-frequency information might remain a key dissimilarity. An additional caveat is that our CI subjects 515 were significantly older than our NH subjects. Effects of age on PE measures have been noted (e.g., 516
Cranford et al. 1993), although the recurrent finding has been that old and young subjects alike 517 experience both fusion and localization dominance (see also Roberts and Lister 2004 ; Lister and Roberts 518
2005). 519
Collectively, the present report and existing data indicate that CI users can experience all aspects 520 of the PE (fusion, localization dominance, and discrimination suppression), provided that high-fidelity 521 ITD sensitivity was associated with better localization in reverberation for CI users wearing their clinical 527 speech processors. To this end, future work evaluating the PE in users of bilateral CIs with a more 528 realistic stimulation protocol (e.g., multi-electrode) and more extensive stimulus battery, perhaps 529 including speech, will further elucidate the extent to which CI users may obtain clinical benefit from the 530 PE. Nonetheless, the basic observation that the PE can be elicited in the absence of functional cochleae 531 invites reconsideration of exclusively peripheral PE models, and further study of central mechanisms 532 that may give rise to the PE and related effects. users. Echo thresholds are given for normal-hearing (black) and bilateral CI subjects in "standard" (light 764 grey) and "lag attenuated" (dark grey) conditions (symbol legend as in Fig. 2) . B. Lag attenuation also 765 leads to slight increases in the magnitude slope of lateralization across brief lead-lag delays. Error bars 766
give ±1 SEM. 767 Table 1 . Demographic information for the 7 bilateral CI subjects included in the present study. 770 1 The given ITD JNDs were determined previously using 100-pulse-per-second direct stimulation 771 (see text) of pitch-matched and loudness-balanced electrode pairs (not necessarily the same 772 electrode pairs tested in the present study). 2 The given speech recognition scores, collected in the 773 free field with subjects wearing their clinical processors, represent percent-correct word 774 recognition for closed sets of 50 single words presented at 50 dB SPL from a loudspeaker at 0˚ 775 azimuth, either in quiet (left column) or with simultaneous 50 dB SPL broadband noise presented 776 from loudspeakers to the left and right of the subject (±90˚). Data were unavailable for subjects 777 CI2 and CI4. 3 NH1  NH2  NH3  NH4  NH5  NH7   CI1  CI2  CI3  CI4  CI5  CI6  CI7  NH8 
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